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'It's not me, it's you...'

You're in a relationship. With your school. It's not
going well. What options do you have?
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I was listening to Radio 1 in the car one morning last week. There
was a phone-in in which listeners were revealing what they had
said to their partners to end a relationship. Predictably, there was a
mixture of clichés and original one-liners. The cliché "It's not you,
it's me...' seemed to be a favourite. There was discussion of the real
meaning of this phrase. It was agreed that it meant exactly the
opposite of its grammatical meaning. While the person using it
seemed to be taking responsibility for ending the relationship, the
real meaning was 'It's not me, it's you...'.
As often happens in life, coincidentally I was reading a book called
'Banishing Burnout: Six Strategies for Improving Your Relationship
with Work' by Michael Leiter and Christina Maslach. The book used
the metaphor of a personal relationship to explore how we relate to
our working conditions and working environment.
Christina Maslach is a world expert on Burnout. She and Leiter use
the relationship metaphor to explain the causes of why we become
'burnt out' and how to deal with them.
When I reached the end of the book, I concluded that many perhaps most - teachers breaking up with their schools or
the profession were doing so because they had decided that 'It's
not me, it's you...'
This booklet explains why. It identifies strategies to manage the
relationship to avoid break-up and, before deciding to leave it, to
take steps to put it right.

Steve Waters
Teach Well Alliance
www.teachwellalliance.com
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'It's not me, it's you...
You're unhappy in your relationship with your school. You're worried about the effect it's
having on your mental and physical health. You entered into the relationship full of
hope that it would bring you happiness and fulfilment and feel let down. What are your
options?
Option 1: Put up with it. Being in a relationship is better than having no relationship at
all. Right?
Option 2: Change your behaviour so that you are happier in the relationship.
Option 3: Change the school's behaviour
Option 3: Change your school and start a relationship with another school.
Option 4: Leave the relationship and decide you don't want a relationship with another
school. Look for a different kind of partner.
AND
While you are considering your options or making your decision, you have another
choice:
Either: To talk about how you feel about your relationship
Or: To keep your feelings to yourself.
Against talking
It is painful to admit you are
unhappy
The listener might think you are
weak
The listener might be happy in their
relationship so not understand yours
It's easier to make decisions on your
own

For talking
Helps you clarify your feelings
Prevents you getting things out of
perspective
Releases tension
Can help you make decisions
Prevents you feeling overwhelmed
Can prevent the impact of being
unhappy getting worse

The choice of the person you confide in depends on whether you believe someone in a
similar relationship - another teacher - will be more helpful, or someone in a different
relationship. You might also consider talking to a professional such as a counsellor or
therapist. This is essential if you are unable to cope through depression or anxiety or
another mental illness.
The Education Support Partnership (www.educationsupportpartnership.org.uk)
has a 24/7 365 days a year free confidential helpline with trained counsellors:
UK-wide: 08000 562 561 Txt: 07909 341229
http://beacon.by/magazine/v4/96272/pdf?type=print
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Option 1: Put up with it
"It's really you, but I'll live with it'.
For

Against
I'm unhappy and I see no
change
This is not why I went into
teaching
I know this isn't my fault, so
resent it
My teaching is not fulfilling
The pupils are not seeing the
best of me

It's better than not being in a
relationship
I need the money
I'm too tired to make such a
change in my life
Better the devil you know...
At least it's near my home
Things might be the same in
another relationship

On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is no commitment to Option 1 and 10 is the
maximum commitment to Option 1, assess your level of commitment to this
option. Circle your level of commitment on the scale below.
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Option 2: Change your behaviour so that you are happier
in the relationship
'It's really you, but if I make changes in my own behaviour,
I will be happier'.
Against

For

I will still have to cope with your
behaviour
There are some things that
I can't change which are making
me unhappy.
It will take a lot of effort to make
the changes
I'm worried that I won't be able
to teach effectively if I change

Making the changes will also
help me to understand what is
within my control
I have nothing to lose. If I'm not
happier, I can think again
There are some things that
I can stop doing which don't
contribute to teaching more
effectively or help pupils
progress

On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is no commitment to Option 2 and 10 is the
maximum commitment to Option 2, assess your level of commitment to this
option. Circle your level of commitment on the scale below.
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Making changes
You can make changes to your behaviour by either doing more of what
makes you happy. Or by doing less of what makes you unhappy.
Here are two checklists to get you started.
'Do less of...' ask yourself: 'Who is telling me that I have to behave in
this way?' & 'What is the worst that could happen if I don't behave in this
way?'

Do more of...

Do less of...

▢ Seeing friends

▢ Marking: Do you need to
be as thorough?

▢ Seeing family
▢ Exercise: a 10 minute
walk counts
▢ Eating regularly and
healthily
▢ Getting a good night's
sleep
▢ Drinking water: take a
water bottle to lessons
▢ Relaxing: watching films,
reading, having a long
soak in a bath, listening
to music

http://beacon.by/magazine/v4/96272/pdf?type=print

▢ Arriving early for work: try
reducing it by 5 minutes
each day or each week
▢ Staying late at work: try
reducing it by 5 minutes
each day or each week
▢ Working beyond the
school day: have a cutoff point
▢ Working at weekends:
take Sat or Sun off
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Option 3: Change the school's behaviour OR Change the
school's behaviour and your own behaviour [See also
Option 2]
'It's you, not me. I would like you to change so that I am
happier' OR 'It's you, not me. I would like you to change,
and I will change too so that I'm happier'
For

Against

Raising issues with your school
could lead to beneficial changes
for other teachers
I have nothing to lose. If I'm not
happier, I can think again
There are some things that
I can stop doing which don't
contribute to teaching more
effectively or help pupils
progress

It is difficult to persuade the
other partner in a relationship to
change
It requires courage, energy and
persistence to state what
changes you would like to see
The process of change could be
lengthy and so requires
resilience

On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is no commitment to Option 3 and 10 is the
maximum commitment to Option 3, assess your level of commitment to this
option. Circle your level of commitment on the scale below.
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The Write it-State it-Let Go (WSLG)
method of asking your school to change
Step 1- W: The first step is to write a statement of how you are being
affected physically and mentally by how the school is behaving.

Step 2 - W: The second step is to send an email to your Headteacher or
Line Manager stating that you are concerned about your health, that you
believe it is connected to your work and requesting a meeting to discuss
it.

Step 3: Once you have a meeting arranged, send the statement you
wrote in Step 1 in a second email to your Headteacher or Line Manager.

Step 4 - S: Have the meeting, referring closely to the statement you
wrote in Step 1.

Step 5 - LG: Write an email to your Headteacher or Line Manager,
summarising the outcome(s) of the meeting. Attach an update of the
statement, adding the outcomes agreed during the meeting.

Q: What happens if my school doesn't change?
A: Consider your other options again.
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How this looks on paper
To: [Recipient's email address]

Subject: Concerns about my health

Hi/Dear/Good morning [Person's Name],
I am concerned about how my work in school is affecting my physical and mental
health.
I would be grateful if we could meet to discuss my concerns. I have non-contact
time on the following days... [AND/OR] I am free to meet after school on the
following dates...
Thank you
[Your Name]
[Your email address]

Statement of how my work at school is affecting my physical and
mental health
I am concerned about my work at school is affecting my physical and mental health in the
following ways:
1. [Point 1]
2. [Point 2]
3. [Point 3]

I believe it would be helpful if you could:
[Outline change required to reduce physical/mental impact of Point 1]
[Outline change required to reduce physical/mental impact of Point 2]
[Outline change required to reduce physical/mental impact of Point 3]
Thank you
[Your name]
[Date]

http://beacon.by/magazine/v4/96272/pdf?type=print
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Let it Go: How this looks on paper
To: [Recipient's email address]

Subject: Our meeting about my concerns about my health

Hi/Dear/Good morning [Person's Name],
Thank you for agreeing to meet me on [Day and Date].
I thought it would be helpful if I added the actions we agreed to the statement I shared.
Please find my statement attached.
Thank you
[Your Name]
[Your email address]

Statement of how my work at school is affecting my physical and
mental health, including actions agreed
I am concerned about my work at school is affecting my physical and mental health in the following
ways:
1. [Point 1]
2. [Point 2]
3. [Point 3]

I believe it would be helpful if you could:
[Outline change required to reduce physical/mental impact of Point 1]
[Outline change required to reduce physical/mental impact of Point 2]
[Outline change required to reduce physical/mental impact of Point 3]
Thank you
[Your name]
[Date]
As a result of our meeting, we agreed the following actions:
[Action 1]
[Action 2]
[Action 3]
Name
[Date]
http://beacon.by/magazine/v4/96272/pdf?type=print
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Option 3: Break up the relationship with your school and
start one with another school
"It's you, and I need to make a fresh start with another
school'.
For

Against
There is no guarantee that I will
be happier in another school
It will take a great deal of effort
to apply elsewhere
I feel that it's giving in. Why
should my school force me out?
I may need to live somewhere
else

I now know what I am looking
for in another school
I have nothing to lose. At least I
would know if I still want to
teach
I have done everything I can to
be happier in my school and it
hasn't worked. Time for change.

On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is no commitment to Option 3 and 10 is the
maximum commitment to Option 3, assess your level of commitment to this
option. Circle your level of commitment on the scale below.
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Option 4: Break up the relationship with your school and
decide not to start another
"It's you, and I don't want to start another relationship
right now'.
For

Against

There is nothing more important
than my physical/mental health
I am looking forward to the other
possibilities open to me
If I have to live somewhere else,
I will make new friends and get
involved in the community there

I don't know what I'll do next
I've put so much into my
qualifications and this job, it
seems I have wasted my time
I feel I am starting again
I may need to live somewhere
else

On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is no commitment to Option 4 and 10 is the
maximum commitment to Option 4, assess your level of commitment to this
option. Circle your level of commitment on the scale below.
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How we can help you and your school
The Teach Well Alliance and Live Well After Teaching can help
you and your school.
The Teach Well Alliance works in partnership with schools to bring about positive
change by improving staff mental health and well-being through our unique Teach Well
Toolkit. Our aim is make staff happier, prevent teachers leaving, cut spending on
supply, and reduce supply cover for teachers absent through stress.

www.teachwellalliance.com
www.teachwellallianceresources.com
Live Well After Teaching supports teachers who have resigned or left teaching and
are ready to invest in their personal development to make a fresh start in another
occupation or become self-employed. Our 6-month Mastermind programme, combining
face-to-face workshops and online video conferencing, supports your transition into a
new life. Places on each Mastermind are strictly limited to ensure that individual and
group activities give you maximum help and support.

www.livewellafterteaching.com
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www.teachwellalliance.com
Contact me, Steve Waters, at
steve@teachwellalliance.com

The Education Support Partnership
(www.educationsupportpartnership.org.uk) has a 24/7
365 days a year free confidential helpline with trained
counsellors:
UK-wide: 08000 562 561 Txt: 07909 341229
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